
Why Girls Drop Education  

At Higher Level?  

Introduction: 

As Cornelius girls academy girls proposed this project after investigating some things 

about girls schools. We know and see what most girl’s pertinence it. Most girls in the 

society think a lot of things in their heads about future life and forget what has brought us 

or them to school. 

We proposed this project as to why most girls drop education at higher level because we 

think it will help the country and the society in all. With the help of our teachers and 

people that surround us we have been able to release  some of the secrets hidden behind 

us or hidden behind other people’s heads and minds we were also able to complete this 

project with many various seasons and ideas to be developed in tomorrow’s  Tanzania. 

We need this country to be one in a million. 

Not by getting help from other countries but also from us giving help to other countries 

by building up new best scientists from Tanzania as a nation. 

 

Conclusions: 

We have been in recently school for observation about this Educational level in Tanzania. We have 

met some girls and asked some questions, about education level especially in government schools. 

They say studying in government school is hard but education is some how improved in some of 

them first they say Luck of Transportation. The government provided they with buses, but not all 

buses go to the places they live so they get at school late and they are still punished by their teachers 

some of them live in far places from the schools so they asked the government to increase number of 

schools. Also about payment of government teachers they also have hand work so the government 

should fulfill its promises. Students of the government schools are now suffering due to the teacher’s 

refusing to teach them, be came the government doesn’t want  

 

As the problem identified the following questions should be an answered dewing our project research so as to create a 

better conclusion to the project. 

•People say that most girls’ drop education level because they make it happen for themselves is it true?  

•Another question is  that the  world  philosophy states that when girls are  sent  to school they  get  pregnant so it is  

money wasting  sending a girl to school is  it  also  true?  

•Another thing is that people say that because of school fees  that has  been a debate because  some its  a yes  and  

to some  its  a  no?  

•Some people say that its life standard of somebody, that the friends we responsible so is it the parents responsible or 

the student them selves?  

•Some people say that girls are stupid and country boys should be sent to school because they are wise? In mixed 

schools is it because girls are scared of boys or they become she can that cause a girl to drop education at higher 

level? We want to answer all the questions that will be asked by people in experimentation and research process so 

that we can know the truth about this question. 

 

To what most girls suggest is about co-operation and unity among them government and parents. A girl getting 

pregnant at school some any mistakes but some  are mistakes but most parents and teachers discourage many girls  

at school telling them that they are stupid that’s why  they got pregnant by doing this  do people think that a girl can be  

encouraged  in continuing   studying while   she is  already discouraged  when studies.  

•Some parents are also involved in discouraging their children they don’t care about them what they want and what 

their children need for their studies example? Can take it from a school  we visited a girl who performs better in her 

studies she struggles hard  to make  her  parents proud but  when she gets home  and say mum or Dad an the first in  

class I’ve  lead when the boy’s she just get an “Okay” from  them, they  don’t care about their children’s feelings then 

what do u think a girl or a boy would  do. These are the questions they will ask them selves. Then if my mum and Dad 

don’t care why am studying” if it’s for my future my parents dint even matter or encourage me to pull my efforts up. I 

need their comments  I need advice from my guardian so also parents  they  school child try to listen to their children 

about their life  and  studies  also we see in outside countries  girls school lead by having  high scoring  results. But 

why not Tanzania? 

 

WHY MOST GIRLS DROP EDUCATION AT HIGH LEVEL 

Most girls drop education at higher level this is what  the protect is referring to as the problem identified, this  is something  that most  people  have  been 

asking questions about, question that can’t be  asked of  answered. Many government leader have  been seeing this problem as a normal things saying that 

many girls  want  it for themselves But that not  the reason behind lets no why Tanzania girls most of them drop education at higher level without thinking 

about higher level ever low level sometimes. 

Why do they do that why  many girls instead  of  boy’s  why should it  be girls  all day long  and  not  boy’s  what is the reason behind to this  question asked 

above  we want to open the eyes of people  who says  that a we  man is with  to get inheritance  why is  that we  have  to find  identification to this  problem 

and  do the high  to research needed so as to solve the problem above  which can later build own Tanzanian nation 

 

Further information: 

Download at: www.youngscientists.co.tz/posters 
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